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Pressure scales can be extremely confusing to new operators. This is not surprising. To my mind, there
are three primary areas of confusion.
Firstly, the pressure of gas inside an instrument changes over many orders of magnitude during pumpdown. The change is about 9 orders of magnitude for a traditional Scanning Electron Microscope and about
13 orders of magnitude for an ultra-high vacuum instrument such as a Scanning Auger Microprobe.
To give an idea about the scale of change involved in vacuum, consider that the change in going from
ambient pressure to that inside a typical ultra high vacuum system is like comparing one meter with the mean
radius of the planet Pluto's orbit. The fact is that we don't often get to play with things on that scale. As a
consequence, many of us have to keep reminding ourselves that 1 X 10'1 is one thousand times the value of
1 X10" 8 - not twice the value.
The second source of confusion has to be the design of pressure gauge displays. Although modern
gauges are digital and consequently trivial to read, most instruments have older, moving coil gauges in which
a needle indicates the value of pressure. The visual layout of these gauge displays can be extremely confusing. Many instruments jse a single gauge display, which not only indicates different pressure ranges, but also
has the scales so arranged that, on one scale, the needle sweeps right for falling pressure, but on another
scale, the needle sweeps left.
A third source of confusion has to do with the units we use to characterize pressure. There are an
incredible variety of pressure scales. Although most of us will not encounter all of these scales except in
textbooks, all of us will encounter enough of them to marvel at technologies' ability to make life 'Interesting".
The fact is that 1 Torr of gas pressure equals;
1333 dyne per square centimeter
1333microbar
1333 Bayre
1000 microns of mercury
133.3 Newton per square meter
1333333 Gaede
13.59 millimeters of water
13.59 kilograms per square meter
1.33 millibar
1.35 centimeters of water

1.35 Guericke
0.0393 inches of mercury
0.0193 pounds per square inch
0.1333 Pieze
0.00135 technical atmosphere
0.00 kilograms per square centimeter
0.00135 Bar
0,00131 physical atmosphere
133.3 Pascal

One might ask why there is such a variety of scales?
Well, pressure is force per unit area so we can pick out the units that are consistent with this (for
example, dyne per square centimeter and the Newton per square meter).
In addition, we used to describe a force as a mass unit acted on by gravity, so we can pick out those
units that describe pressure as a mass per unit area (for example, kilograms per square meter, pounds per
square inch, and kilograms per square centimeter}.
Now, we can also characterize pressure by the height of a column of liquid that it can support (for
example, microns of mercury, millimeters of water, centimeters of water and inches of mercury).
Some are "honorary" scales where a scale is renamed in honor of a significant vacuum scientist (Pascal,
for Blaise Pascal, which is the same as the Newton per square meter scale; Ton, for Evangelista Torricelli,
which is the same as the millimeters of mercury scale; Gaede, for Wolfgang Gaede, which is the same as the
Newton per square meter scale, and Guericke, for Otto von Guericke, which is the same as the centimeters
of water scale).
Mix in the fact that some countries used pounds and inches, giving pounds per square inch, while other
countries used kilograms and meters giving kilograms per square meter and kilograms per square centimeter.
Finally, as all had access to mercury and water, many measured in microns of mercury, millimeters of
water, centimeters of water, and inches of mercury.
Pretty soon 20 pressure scales seems like a shortlist of options.
In the end, pressure units are like antiques. They give us a taste of how vacuum technology developed.
Each scale has it's story and was someone's contribution. We are left with the clutter or, if we prefer, the
charm.
In the U.S. we traditionally use the Ton" scale when characterizing gas pressure inside a vacuum system. Nevertheless, the designated Standard Industrial Unit (SI) is the Pascal scale. As above noted, 1 Tonis equal to 133.3 Pascal.
So, the next time someone brags about being in the "low negative sevens", ask them is that's in Pieze,
Guerickes, Gaedes, Bayres or just plain Ton.
•
(Dr. Anthony Buonaquisti is an independent consultant specializing in "At-Your-Site" Training)
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MAXWELL TM Model 703. Instrument is in excellent condition. Ion Mill is equipped with a liquid nitrogen stage and automatic terminator. Ashing
price: S30.000 or best offer. Please contact Dr. Mark A. Farmer or Mrs. Cathy Kelloes, University of Georgia Center for Advanced Ultrastructural
Research, (706)5424080 or FAX: (706)542-4271.
Reconditioned Vacuum Pumps: EDWARDS, LEYBOLD, WELCH, ALCATEL, ETC. Most pumps 45% off list price. All pumps carry a six month
warranty. Contact Marc Lazarus, Atlantic Vacuum Corp. at (201)623-1115.
Several Ainsworth Analytical Balances. 160 g cpacity with 1 mg resolution. Excellent condition. Call (608)8364543 and leave message.
JEOL 200CX TEM with water recirulator, high mag. quick change holder and top entry goniometer. Installed six years ago. Best offer Call John
Drewat(615)524-4108.

DELTA RESOURCES, We buy all types of laboratory equipment, Electron Microscopy, Light Microscopy, EDS/WDS, Chemical Analysis:
AA/GC/ICP/IR, All Metallurgical Equipment, LECO Ankalyzers and more. Call 1-800-79DELTA, ask for Guy Cook.
The San Joaguin Delta College is badly in need of a TEM to replace an old unit. While a Hitachi 500/600, JEOL 100CX/100S, Philips 400, etc., or
newer with side entry goniometer stage is preferred, others would be considered. And, while a (modest) payment is possible, we hope for a
donation where the donor can enjoy a substantial tax break. Contact Dr. Judy Murphy at Tel.: (209)474-5284 or Fax: (209)474-5649.
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At-Your-Site Training: Anthony Buonaquisti
Reconditioned Vacuum Pumps: Atlantic Vacuum
NewFEG-SEM: Carl Zeiss, Inc.
Cold Sputter/Etch Unit: Denton Vacuum
SCANNING '94; FAMS
SiLi Detectors: GDE, Inc.
EMC Series Magnetic Field Compensation System:
Linear Research Associates
SEM Scintillators/Foreline Traps: M.E. Taylor Engineering
Micro Star Diamond Knives: Micro Engineering
ISIS EDS System; Oxford Instruments
Computer Controlled SEM: Topcon Technologies
SPM-Experimenters Toolkit: TopoMetrix
Diffraction Simulations Analysis Software: Virtual Laboratories
Stopping Carbon Buildup: XEI Scientific

We would properly be considered a (check the most appropriate):
_ A User of microscopy equipment/ materials/services.
_ B Supplier of microscopy equipment/ matenals/services.
Our interests include (check all applicable):
_ C Physical/Materiai Sciences.
D Bioiogical/Biomedical Sciences.
E Earth Sciences,
My own professional interests include (check all applicable):
_ F Electron Microscopy,
G Confocal Microscopy.
_ H SPM/AFM.
I Light Microscopy.
J IR Microscopy.
_ K Acoustic Microscopy.
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